The meeting began at 3:30 with Lloyd Smith-Chair/CS, Laszlo Kovacs/BIO; Dean Cuebas/CHM; Judy Meyer/GGP; Dan Crafts/HRA; Richard Belshoff/MTH; Robert Whitaker/PAMS; Lauren Bansbach/Student; Dan Beckman/CNAS; with Sherry Jones/CNAS taking notes.

Call to order: Lloyd Smith

Approval of Minutes: A motion was made to approve the November 13, 2012 minutes, Motion passed.

Curricular Items Approved:

**Biology**
- New Courses:
  - BIO 111 Understanding Biological Systems through Inquiry
  - BIO 501/601 Natural History Museum Techniques
  - BIO/GLG 545/645 Water Resources
- Course Change:
  - BIO 101 Biological Concepts
    - Title change to Biology in Your World
    - Prerequisite, Periodicity and Description Changes

**Chemistry**
- New Course:
  - CHM 202 Essentials of Organic Chemistry Laboratory
- Program Changes:
  - Chemistry Education Major
  - Chemistry Minor
- Course Changes:
  - CHM 201 Essentials of Organic Chemistry
    - Prerequisite and Description Changes
  - CHM 460 Environmental Chemistry I
    - Title Change to Environmental Chemistry: Water and Land
    - Prerequisite Change
  - CHM 461 Environmental Chemistry II
    - Title Change to Environmental Chemistry: Air and Energy
    - Prerequisite Change
- Course Deletion:
  - CHM 200 Essentials of Organic Chemistry

**Computer Science**
- New Course:
  - CSC 201 Public Affairs Issues in Computing
- Course Change:
  - CSC 111 Introduction to Computing
    - Course Description Change
Mathematics

New Course:
*MTH 121 Multicultural Views of History and Mathematics

New Business/Old Business

University Hearing nominations were discussed; Lloyd Smith will solicit nominations from the Department Heads.

Michelle Bowe was nominated as the new CGEIP representative for CNAS effective immediately.

The next College Council meeting will be on February 12, 2013. The meeting was **adjourned** at 4:30pm.
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